
Summer Vacation tipS
taking photographs

designing photo books



1: take a family photo
it doesn’t matter if not everyone is looking at the camera. or it’s in full sun. or your 

husband doesn’t want to get in the photo. take it!!! you will be so happy when you get 

home. have a family member take it or use your tripod. 



2: go wide
use a wide angle lens or set iyour zoom to the widest it will go and document a 

scene - wide! get as much in the frame as you can. this will be a great photo to use as 

a double spread layout.



3: take a portrait of your kidS
capture a portrait of your kids at this moment. it can be a funny expression, a favor-

ite part of the trip or them in motion. the goal is to find a moment that documents 

them in a moment, during this vacation.



4: document the landScape
it doesn’t necessarily have to be the beach or the main spot of your vacation but find 

a way to document the “place” of your vacation. what does the place you are staying 

look like? what is the marquee of the town? the best restaurant to eat?



5: Select a fun font
your vacation photo book is time to have fun with your book. don’t use a standard go-

to font. pick something out of the ordinary. pick something that reminds you of your 

vacation. make a statement with your font.



6: uSe a background
find a background from your favorite designer or seller on etsy and incorporate it 

into the backgrounds of your book. this is for personal use only so enjoy the freedom 

to design something with a different texture or pattern.



7: haVe at leaSt one photo on a full Spread
it’s always nice to have at least one spread (left and right page) with one photo. if it 

works out, extend it to the edge of the page. (always account for the bleed.) you did 

take a wide angle photo, right? use it here!



8: create at leaSt one photo collage
just as it’s nice to have a singular spread devoted to one photo, it’s also nice to cre-

ate a photo collage of your memories on one spread. this could be a day out on the 

town or a chance to tell a story. 


